UNHOUSED?  SHOUT OUT WHAT’S NEEDED!

TELL THE MONEYBAGS AND BUREAUCRATS YOUR MOST PRESSING NEED!

Are you:  ___ Unhoused  ___ Housed  ___Sheltered but not happy ???  Date_________

Vote your various choices ! (1st Choice, 2nd, 3rd, etc, use same number if you can’t decide):

__ Sleep during the day  __Sleep at night  __Food  __Shower Access  __Laundry Access
__ Tickets  __Threats of Eviction  __Stay-Away Orders  __Move-Alongs__
__ Theft by Cops, Rangers, Etc.  __Property Theft by Others  __Getting Stuff Back
__ Vigilante (Take Back Santa Cruz-ish) Harassment  __Difficulties with others outside
__ Lack of community  __Lack of privacy  __Isolation  __Being treated like a leper
__ Phony promises or real help from cops or social services such as:  _________________
                           ___________________________________________________________________
__Better support at Benchlands  __Smaller Agreement Camps  __Access to Golflands
__Access to City-run indoor shelter  __Restoration of Hotel Residence __
                           ___________________________________________________________________
__Real Safe Parking Program  ___Daytime Switchboard to Share Resources
                           ___________________________________________________________________

Leave at Food Not Bombs meal daily noon-3 PM Town Clock noon
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